Homework
From September, there will be a Maths based homework, English based
homework and Topic based homework set once every two weeks on Class
Charts.

Contact Us
Contact the school office on; 01922 720812
Hillary Street
Pleck
Walsall
WS29BP

Class 1SB

Email: spatel@hillary.walsall.sch.uk
Web: www.hillary.walsall.sch.uk
Find updates on our school Facebook page or twitter account

Mrs Ball

Ms Masood

MRS BALL & MS MASOOD
MRS BALL & MS MASOOD
Hillary Street
Pleck
Walsall
WS29BP
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Exit door
Parents should wait and collect your child at
home time outside the same door where you
drop your child off in the morning.
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Classroom

KS1 Playground

1SB’s classroom will be in the KS1 hall
this year and is currently being adapted
to be a classroom, like to picture below.
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Expectations

Class

Teachers will try their best in the class to help make learning fun so you
can learn better! Teachers will treat every child fairly and give everyone
an opportunity to contribute to the class.

Pegs/lockers
Coats, PE kits and book bags
should be kept in lockers or on
pegs in the classroom.

Reciprocity
Children are expected to: Follow instructions by listening carefully to
the teacher. Not talk over the teacher as that is not showing respect.
Have a positive attitude and know it is okay to make mistakes. Be kind
to other children in the class.

Learning for life

Water bottles

The knowledge you learn in school is important so you should take
school seriously. Reading fluently will help you read things such as signs
and learn new words and reduces stress!

Water bottles should be taken home every
day, cleaned, refilled, and stored in school at
your desk. They are one pound from the
school office if you want to buy one.

Toilets
Toilets are found next
to KS1 hall

Lunches
Fruit/milk (KS1)
Children can pay a pound on Monday for mil. All children
will have a piece of fruit at breaktime.
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Dinners and sandwiches will be eaten in
classrooms this year. There will be no hot
meals and dinners from school will be a
packed lunch unless you child brings their
own packed lunch from home.
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Curriculum

Safety

What can they expect to learn about over
the year?

Who to go to if you don’t feel safe

In Year 1, children will learn exciting fairytales and stories that
they will enjoy and be sure to share them with you at home! We
will be creative, as we will be using clay and other materials to
create various things from the stories. E.G. building houses and
animals. In Maths, we will be learning to count using different
songs and fun rhymes! We create an exciting curriculum that will
allow your child to catch up on the skills they might have missed
during the end of Reception. We will have fun whilst learning!

“Nothing will work unless you do.”
— Maya Angelou

Mrs Cooper – Phase Leader

Safeguarding Team
Ms Cherry

Ms Dilloway

Miss Baker, Mrs William, Mrs
France

5 R’s and how children will Thrive in your
class
As a THRIVE school, Year 1 is key in ensuring support has been
given for your child to adapt at school. We will also focus on
ensuring behaviour is appropriate for school through our
amazing emotion techniques shown to us by the Thrive
Approach. Every morning, we will find out how your child is
feeling by allowing them to put their emotions on a feelings chart.
We will then dig deeper and help to solve any issues that have
been identified. We believe the ability to have Respect,
Reflection, Reciprocity, Resourcefulness and Resilience are
essential life skills for your child to be successful!
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Thrive Team
MS Dawkins, Mrs Maynard, Miss
Maynard, Mr Maynard and Miss
Roberts
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